Abbey, Edward

AU: Rawlings, Donn.
TI: “Coyote in the Maze: Eighteen Critics Track Edward Abbey.”
PI: Western American Literature 33.4 (1999): 404-16.

Aldrich, Bess Streeter

AU: Aldrich, Bess Streeter.

Allen, Paula Gunn

AU: McDaniel, Cynthia.
TI: “Paula Gunn Allen: An Annotated Bibliography of Secondary Sources.”
PI: Studies in American Indian Literatures 11.2 (summer 1999): 29-.

Anaya, Rudolfo

AU: Olmes, Margarite Fernan.

Atwood, Margaret

AU: Atwood, Margaret.
TI: “In Search of Alias Grace: On Writing Canadian Historical Fiction.”
PI: The American Historical Review 103.5 (December 1998): 1503-.

AU: Bontatibus, Donna.
TI: “Reconnecting with the Past: Personal Hauntings in Margaret Atwood’s The Robber Bride.”
**Austin, Mary**

AU: Austin, Mary.
TI: *The Basket Woman: A Book of Indian Tales.*

AU: Graulich, Melody, and Elizabeth Klimasmith, eds.
TI: *Exploring Lost Borders: Critical Essays on Mary Austin.*

**Berger, Thomas**

AU: Sinowitz, Micheal Leigh.
TI: “The Western as Postmodern Satiric History”: Thomas Berger’s *Little Big Man.*”
PI: *Clio* 28.2 (winter 1999): 129-.

**Bird, Isabella**

AU: Bernard, Ernest.
TI: *Isabella Lucy Bird’s “A Lady’s Life in the Rocky Mountains.”*

**Blew, Mary Clearman**

AU: Blew, Mary Clearman.
TI: *Bone Deep in Landscape.*

**Burns, Walter Noble**

AU: Burns, Walter Noble.
TI: *The Robin Hood of El Dorado.*

AU: Burns, Walter Noble.
TI: *The Saga of Billy the Kid.*

AU: Burns, Walter Noble.
TI: *Tombstone: An Illiad of the Southwest.*
Burroughs, William

AU: Loewinsohn, Ron.
TI: “‘Gentle Reader, I Fain Would Spare You This but My Pen Hath Its Will Like the Ancient Mariner’: Narrator(s) and Audience in William S. Burrough’s Naked Lunch.”
PI: Contemporary Literature 39.4 (winter 1998): 560-.

Butala, Sharon

AU: Isle, Walter.
PI: Great Plains Quarterly 19.4 (spring 1999): 89-.

Castillo, Ana

AU: Delgadillo, Theresa.
TI: “Forms of Chicana Feminist Resistance: Hybrid Spirituality in Ana Castillo’s So Far from God.”
PI: Modern Fiction Studies 44.4 (winter 1998): 888-.

Cather, Willa

AU: Ahearn, Amy.

AU: Birns, Nicholas.
TI: “Aesthetic Disorientation and the Nature of the ‘Wagner Matinée.’”

AU: Callander, Marilyn Berg.
TI: “Cather Studies in the Himalayas.”
PI: Willa Cather Pioneer Memorial Newsletter and Review 42.3 (winter-spring 1999): 61-63.

AU: Carden, Mary Paniccia.
TI: “Creative Fertility and the National Romance in Willa Cather’s O Pioneers! and My Ántonia.”
PI: Modern Fiction Studies 45.2 (summer 1999): 275-.

AU: Caruso, Isabella.
TI: “The Impure and the Pure in Cather’s Female Artists.”

AU: Cather, Willa Sibert.
TI: “The Education You Have to Fight For.”
PI: Willa Cather Pioneer Memorial Newsletter and Review 42.3 (winter-spring 1999): 75-78.

AU: Dickstein, Morris.
TI: “The Magic of Contradictions: Willa Cather’s A Lost Lady.”

AU: Duryea, Polly.
TI: “Who’s Yehudi.”

AU: Fernandes Alves, Isabel Maria.

AU: Frus, Phyllis, and Stanley Corkin.
TI: “Willa Cather’s ‘Pioneer’ Novels and ‘Not New, Not Old’ Historical Reading.”

AU: Funda, Evelyn.
TI: “A Chorus of Gossips: Mistaking Invasion for Intimacy in Willa Cather’s A Lost Lady.”

AU: Funda, Evelyn.
TI: Reading Willa Cather’s The Song of the Lark.

AU: Harbison, Sherrill.
TI: “Sigrid Undset and Willa Cather: A Friendship.”
PI: Willa Cather Pioneer Memorial Newsletter and Review 42.3 (winter-spring 1999): 53-58.

AU: Hilgart, John.
TI: “Death Comes for the Aesthete: Commodity Culture and the Artifact in Cather’s The Professor’s House.”

AU: Hoover, Sharon.
TI: “Chatting with Willa Cather while Kneading Bread.”

AU: Jacobs, John.
TI: “Willa Cather, Francis Parkman, and the Idea of Progress.”
PI: Willa Cather Pioneer Memorial Newsletter and Review 42.3 (winter-spring 1999): 64-67.

AU: Larsen, Libby.
TI: *Margaret Songs: Three Songs from Willa Cather for Soprano Solo and Piano.*

AU: Lindemann, Marilee.
TI: “Fear of a Queer Prairie: Figures of the Body and/as the Nation in Willa Cather’s Early Fiction.”

AU: Lindemann, Marilee.
TI: *Willa Cather, Queering America.*

AU: Lloyd, Joanna.
TI: “On Willa Cather and the Human Bond.”

AU: MacMillan, Kyle.
TI: “Review from The Omaha-World Herald of Opera Omaha’s Eric Hermannson’s Soul.”
PI: *Willa Cather Pioneer Memorial Newsletter and Review* 42.3 (winter-spring 1999): 59-60.

AU: Micale, Jennifer.
TI: “The Walls of Uruk: Cather’s *The Professor’s House*, the Universal Hero, and *The Epic of Gilgamesh*.”

AU: Miller, Robert K.
TI: “American Scholars: Cather, Mencken, and Godfrey St. Peter.”

AU: Millington, Richard.
TI: “Against Allegory: Re-Imagining Cather’s Modernism.”

AU: Murphy, John J., Charles Mignon, Frederick Link, and Kari A. Ronning, eds.
TI: *Death Comes for the Archbishop Scholarly Edition.*

AU: Parasuram, Laxmi.
TI: “Simple Profundity: Engaging with Cather.”

AU: Rabin, Jessica G.
TI: “Camelot, Back Creek and Sweet Water: Arthurian Archetypes and Southern Sensibility in Willa Cather’s *A Lost Lady*.”
AU: Sanders, John P.
TI: Willa Cather’s Sexual Aesthetics and the Male Homosexual Literary Tradition.

AU: Seivert, Deb.
TI: “Willa Cather’s ‘Poe’-tic Dark Side.”

AU: Shafer-Riha, Donna.
TI: “Through a Glass Darkly: Reflections of Paul Robeson’s Othello in Willa Cather’s Sapphira and the Slave Girl.”

AU: Sten, Christopher.
TI: “City of Pilgrims: Willa Cather’s Washington.”

AU: Stout, Janis P.
TI: “Re-Studying Cather: Historicist and Historical Scholarship.”
PI: Willa Cather Pioneer Memorial Newsletter 43.2 (fall 1999): 42-44.

AU: Sullivan, Peter.
TI: “Willa Cather’s German People and Their Heritage.”

AU: Swift, John N.
TI: “A Nebraska ‘Mummy’ and a Poem: One Source for Mother Eve.”

AU: Thacker, Robert.
TI: Willa Cather’s Canadian and Old World Criticism.

AU: Trauthen, Mary.
TI: “The Celtic Connection and Aspects of Rebirth in Willa Cather’s O Pioneers!”

AU: Tsien, Jean.
TI: “The Heart of Another Is a Dark Forest’: A Reassessment of Professor St. Peter and His Wife.”

AU: Waleson, Heidi.
TI: “Review from The Wall Street Journal of Opera Omaha’s Eric Hermannson’s Soul.”
PI: Willa Cather Pioneer Memorial Newsletter and Review 42.3 (winter-spring 1999): 60.

AU: Wasserman, Loretta.
TI: “Cather in the Mainstream, #5”

AU: Williams, Deborah Lindsay.
TI: “Cather, Woolf, and the Two Mrs. Ramsays.”

AU: Williams, Deborah Lindsay.
TI: “Hiding in Plain Sight: Willa Cather and Ghostwriting.”

**Chandler, Raymond**

AU: Brevda, William.
TI: “The Double Nihilation of the Neon: Raymond Chandler’s Los Angeles.”
PI: Texas Studies in Literature and Language 41.1 (spring 1999): 71-.

**Cisneros, Sandra**

AU: Brady, Mary Pat.
TI: “The Contrapuntal Geographies of Woman Hollering Creek and Other Stories.”
PI: American Literature 71.1 (March 1999): 117-.

**Clemens, Samuel L.**

AU: ---.
PI: Mark Twain Journal 35.1 (spring 1997):1-.

AU: Auerbach, Emily.
TI: “‘A Barkeeper Entering the Kingdom of Heaven’: Did Mark Twain Really Hate Jane Austen?”
PI: Virginia Quarterly Review 75.1 (winter 1999): 151-.

AU: Berkove, Lawrence.
TI: “Notes and Documents: A Recently Discovered Comstock Letter of Mark Twain.”
PI: Nevada Historical Society Quarterly 41.1 (spring 1998): 51-.

AU: Hagen, Brian Scott.
TI: “The Making of Mark Twain.”
PI: Nevada Historical Society Quarterly 41.1 (spring 1998): 26-.

AU: Jones, Judy Yaeger.
TI: “Some Private Advice on Publishers: Correspondence between Laura C. Redden and Samuel L. Clemens.”
PI: *Missouri Historical Review* 93.4 (July 1999): 386-.

AU: Krauth, Leland.
TI: *Proper Mark Twain.*

AU: Kruse, Horst H.
TI: “Gerstaecher’s *The Pirates of the Mississippi* and Mark Twain’s *Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.*”
PI: *American Literary Realism* 31.2 (1999): 1-.

AU: Messent, Peter.
TI: “Discipline and Punishment in the Adventures of Tom Sawyer.”

AU: Morris, Linda A.
TI: “Beneath the Veil: Clothing, Race, and Gender in Twain’s *Pudd’nhead Wilson.*”
PI: *Studies in American Fiction* 27.1 (spring 1999): 37-.

AU: Rohman, Chad.
TI: “‘Searching for the Fructifying Dew of Truth’: ‘Negative Evidence’ and Epistemological Uncertainty in Mark Twain’s No. 44, *The Mysterious Stranger.*”
PI: *American Literary Realism* 31.2 (1999): 72-.

**DeLillo, Don**

AU: Bull, Jeoffrey S.
TI: “‘What about a Problem that Doesn’t Have a Solution?’: Stone’s *A Flag for Sunrise*, DeLillo’s *Mao II*, and the Politics of Political Fiction.”
PI: *Critique* 40.3 (1999): 215-.

**Dorris, Michael**

AU: Farrell, Susan.
TI: “Colonizing Columbus: Dorris and Erdrich’s Postmodern Novel.”
PI: *Critique* 40.2 (1999): 99-.

AU: Slethaug, Gordon.
TI: “Multivocal Narration and Cultural Negotiation: Dorris’s *A Yellow Raft in Blue Water* and *Cloud Chamber.*”
PI: *Studies in American Indian Literature* 11.1 (spring 1999) 18-.

**Duncan, Robert**

AU: Entwistle, Alice.
TI: “Robert Creeley and Robert Duncan: A World of Contradiction.”
PI: Journal of American Studies 32.2 (August 1998): 263-.

Edgerton, Clyde

AU: Flora, Joseph M.
TI: "A Suitable Villan: Mormonism in Clyde Edgerton's Redeye: A Western."
PI: The Southern Quarterly (Fall 1999): 159-163

Erdrich, Louise

AU: Farrell, Susan.
TI: “Colonizing Columbus: Dorris and Erdrich’s Postmodern Novel.”
PI: Critique 40.2 (1999): 99-.

AU: Hescher, Achim.
TI: “Remembering Lulu and Albertine: Intertextual Constellations in Louise Erdrich’s Love Medicine.”
PI: Amerikastudien 43.2 (1998): 301-.

AU: McCafferty, Kate.
TI: “Generative Adversity: Shapeshifing Pauline/Leopolda in Tracks and Love Medicine.”
PI: American Indian Quarterly 21.4 (fall 1997): 729-.

PI: Critique 40.2 (1999): 152-.

AU: Sanders, Karla.
PI: MELUS 23.2 (summer 1998): 129-.

AU: Sutton, Brian.
TI: “Erdrich’s Love Medicine.”
PI: The Explicator 57.3 (spring 1999): 187-.

Fisher, Vardis

AU: Flora, Joseph M.
TI: "Vardis Fisher: Ernest Hemingway's Stern Idaho Critic."

Heat-Moon, William Least

AU: Weltzien, O. Alan.
PI: Great Plains Quarterly 19.2 (1999): 107-.

Hellman, Lillian

AU: Hart, Stan.
TI: “Lillian Hellman and Others.”
PI: The Sewanee Review 107.3 (summer 1999): 421-.

Hemingway, Ernest

AU: Turner, Frederick.
TI: “The Last Stand on the Big Wood.”
PI: The Southern Review 35.2 (spring 1999): 344-.

Houston, James D.

AU: Wingfield, Andrew.
TI: “A Place on the Map, a Place in the Mind: James D. Houston’s Doyle Trilogy.”
PI: Western American Literature 34.2 (summer 1999): 118-137.

Kerouac, Jack

AU: ———.
TI: “The Letters of Neal Cassady to Jack Kerouac.”
PI: The Missouri Review 22.2 (1999): 91-.

AU: Malcolm, Douglas.
TI: “Jazz America: Jazz and African American Culture in Jack Kerouac’s On the Road.”
PI: Contemporary Literature 40.1 (1999): 85-.

King, Thomas

AU: Christie, Stuart.
TI: “Time-Out: (Slam) Dunking Photographic Realism in Thomas King’s Medicine River.”
PI: Studies in American Indian Literatures 11.2 (summer 1999): 51-.

AU: Peters, Darrell Jesse.
TI: “Beyond the Frame: Tom King’s Narratives of Resitment.”
PI: Studies in American Indian Literatures 11.2 (summer 1999): 66-.

AU: Ridington, Robin.
TI: “Coyote’s Cannon: Sharing Stories with Thomas King.”
PI: American Indian Quarterly 22.3 (1998): 343-.
AU: Smith, Carlton.
TI: “Coyote, Contingency, and Community: Thomas King’s Green Grass, Running Water and Postmodern Trickster.”
PI: American Indian Quarterly 21.3 (1997): 499-.

**Kingsolver, Barbara**

AU: Kingsolver, Barbara.
TI: The Poisonwood Bible.

**Kingston, Maxine Hong**

AU: Yuan, Yuan.
TI: “The Semiotics of China Narratives in the Contexts of Kingston and Tan.”
PI: Critique 40.3 (1999): 292-.

**Kooser, Ted**

AU: Stillwell, Mary K.
PI: Great Plains Quarterly 19.2 (1999): 97-.

**La Farge, Oliver**

AU: Trump, Erik.
TI: “‘The Laying Aside of a Shield’: Ethnographic Power Struggles in Oliver La Farge’s Indian Fiction.”
PI: American Indian Quarterly 22.3 (1998): 326-.

**Laurence, Margaret**

AU: Cannon, Helen B.
TI: “The Letters of Margaret Laurence and Adele Wiseman.”

AU: Dudek, Debra.
PI: Great Plains Quarterly 19.3 (summer 1999): 181-.

AU: Mantooth, Wes.
TI: “Margaret Lawrence’s ‘Album’ Songs: Divining for Missing Links and Deeper Meanings.”
PI: Great Plains Quarterly 19.3 (summer 1999): 167-.

AU: Porsild, Charlene.
AU: Powers, Lyall H.
PI: Great Plains Quarterly 19.3 (summer 1999): 165-.

AU: Stovel, Nora Foster.
TI: “‘A Town of the Mind’: Margaret Laurence’s Mythical Microcosm of Manawaka.”
PI: Great Plains Quarterly 19.3 (summer 1999): 203-.

**Locklin, Gerald**

AU: Locklin, Gerald.
TI: *The Back East Poems.*

AU: Locklin, Gerald.
TI: *The Firebird Poems.*

AU: Locklin, Gerald.
TI: *This Sporting Life and Other Poems.*

**London, Jack**

AU: Glass, Loren.
PI: American Literature 71.3 (1999): 529-.

AU: London, Jack.
TI: *The Valley of the Moon.*

AU: Reesman, Jeanne Campbell.

AU: Willilamson, Eric Miles.
TI: “Jack London’s Enduring Appeal.”
PI: Virginia Quarterly Review 75.4 (fall 1999): 787-.

**Luhan, Mabel Dodge**
AU: Rudnick, Lois Palken, ed.

**Manfred, Frederick**
AU: Manfred, Freya.
TI: *Frederick Manfred: A Daughter Remembers.*

**McCarthy, Cormac**
AU: Spurgeon, Sara L.
TI: “‘Pledged in Blood’: Truth and Redemption in Cormac McCarthy’s *All the Pretty Horses.*”
PI: *Western American Literature* 34.1 (1999): 24-44.

**McMurtry, Larry**
AU: Etulain, Richard W.
TI: *Telling Western Stories: From Buffalo Bill to Larry McMurtry.*

AU: McMurtry, Larry.
TI: *Walter Benjamin at the Dairy Queen: Reflections at Sixty and Beyond.*

**McNickle, D’Arcy**
AU: Christensen, Laird.
TI: “Not Exactly Like Heaven: Theological Imperialism in *The Surrounded.*”

**Momaday, N. Scott**
AU: Hafen, P. Jane.
TI: “Pan-Indianism and Tribal Sovereignties in *House Made of Dawn* and *The Names.*”

AU: Momaday, N. Scott.
TI: *Circle of Wonder: A Native American Christmas Story.*

AU: Roberson, Susan L.
TI: “Translocations and Transformations: Identity in N. Scott Momaday’s *The Ancient Child.*”
PI: *American Indian Quarterly* 22.1 (winter 1998): 46-.
**Morris, Wright**
AU: Dyck, Reginal.
TI: “Carnival and Ceremony at Wright Morris’s Lone Tree Hotel.”
PI: *Great Plains Quarterly* 18.4 (1998): 293-.

**Mosley, Walter**
AU: Young, Mary.
TI: “Walter Mosley, Detective Fiction, and Black Culture.”

**Mourning Dove**
AU: Cannata, Susan M.
TI: “Generic Power Plays in Mourning Dove’s Co-ge-we-a.”
PI: *American Indian Quarterly* 21.4 (fall 1997): 703-.

AU: Lukens, Margaret A.
TI: “Mourning Dove and Mixed Blood: Cultural and Historical Pressures on Aesthetic Choice and Authorial Identity.”
PI: *American Indian Quarterly* 21.3 (1997): 409-.

**Olsen, Tillie**
AU: Dawahare, Anthony.
TI: “‘That Joyous Certainty’: History and Utopia in Tillie Olsen’s Depression-Era Literature.”
PI: *Twentieth Century Literature* 44.3 (fall 1998): 261-.

**Owens, Louis**
AU: LaLonde, Chris.
TI: “Discerning Connections, Revising the Master Narrative, and Interrogating Identity in Louis Owens’s The Sharpest Sight.”
PI: *American Indian Quarterly* 22.3 (1998): 305-.

AU: Peters, Darrell J.
PI: *American Indian Quarterly* 21.3 (1997): 471-.

**Porter, Katherine Anne**
AU: Fornatero-Neil, M. K.
TI: “Constructed Narratives and Writing Identity in the Fiction of Katherine Anne Porter.”
PI: *Twentieth Century Literature* 44.3 (fall 1998): 349-.

AU: Graham, Don.
TI: “Katherine Anne Porter’s Journey from Texas to the World.”
PI: *Southwest Review* 84.1 (1999): 138-.

**Proulx, Annie**

AU: ———.
TI: “An Interview with Annie Proulx.”

**Robinson, Marilynne**

AU: Hedrick, Tace.
TI: “‘The Perimeters of Our Wandering Are Nowhere’: Breaching the Domestic in *Housekeeping*.”
PI: *Critique* 40.2 (1999): 137-.

AU: Smyth, Jacqui.
TI: “Sheltered Vagrancy in Marilynne Robinson’s *Housekeeping*.”
PI: *Critique* 40.3 (1999): 281-.

**Rodriguez, Richard**

AU: Rodriguez, Randy A.
TI: “Richard Rodriguez Reconsidered: Queering the Sissy (Ethnic) Subject.”

AU: Schilt, Paige.
TI: “Anti-Pastoral and Guilty Vision in Richard Rodriguez’s *Days of Obligation*.”

AU: Tilden, Norma.
TI: “Word Made Flesh: Richard Rodriguez’s ‘Late Victorians’ as Nativity Story.”

**Schaefer, Jack**

AU: Veitch, Jonathan.
TI: “Jay Gatsby, Shane, Nevada Smith: A ‘Memoir.’”
PI: *Southwest Review* 84.2 (1999): 166-.

**Silko, Leslie Marmon**

AU: de Ramirez, Susan Berry Brill.
TI: “Storytellers and Their Listener-Readers in Silko’s ‘Storytelling’ and ‘Storyteller.’”
PI: American Indian Quarterly 21.3 (1997): 333-.

AU: Morris, Daniel.
TI: “‘The Word Gets Around’: Leslie Marmon Silko’s Theory of Narrative Survival in The Delicacy and Strength of Lace.”

AU: Olmsted, Jane.
TI: “The Uses of Blood in Leslie Marmon Silko’s Almanac of the Dead.”
PI: Contemporary Literature 40.3 (fall 1999): 464-.

AU: Piper, Karen.
TI: “Police Zones: Territory and Identity in Leslie Marmon Silko’s Ceremony.”
PI: American Indian Quarterly 21.3 (1997): 483-.

AU: Silko, Leslie Marmon.
TI: Gardens in the Dunes.

AU: Teale, Tamara.
TI: “The Silko Road from Chiapas, or Why Native Americans Cannot be Marxists.”
PI: MELUS 23.4 (1999) 157-.

Smiley, Jane

AU: Malmgren, Carl D.
PI: Modern Fiction Studies 45.2 (summer 1999): 432-.

Snyder, Gary

AU: Gray, Timothy G.
PI: Contemporary Literature 39.4 (winter 1998): 523-.

AU: Kalter, Susan.
PI: Texas Studies in Literature and Language 41.1 (spring 1999): 1-.

Stafford, Kim

AU: Smith, Eric Todd.
Stafford, William

AU: Kitchen, Judith.
TI: *Writing the World: Understanding William Stafford.*

AU: Stafford, William.
TI: *Down in My Heart.*

Stegner, Wallace

AU: Isle, Walter.
PI: *Great Plains Quarterly* 19.4 (spring 1999): 89-.

AU: Bontly, Thomas.
TI: “Wallace Stegner: Teacher and Artist.”
PI: *The Sewanee Review* 107.3 (summer 1999): 421-.

Stone, Robert

AU: Bull, Jeoffrey S.
TI: “What about a Problem That Doesn’t have a Solution?': Stone’s *A Flag for Sunrise*, DeLillo’s *Mao II*, and the Politics of Political Fiction.”
PI: *Critique* 40.3 (1999): 215-.

Swenson, May

AU: Zona, Kirstin Hotelling.
PI: *Twentieth Century Literature* 44.2 (summer 1998): 219-.

Tan, Amy

AU: Yuan, Yuan.
TI: “The Semiotics of China Narratives in the Contexts of Kingston and Tan.”
PI: *Critique* 40.3 (1999): 292-.

Viramontes, Helena Maria

AU: Swyt, Wendy.
TI: “Hungry Women: Borderlands Mythos in Two Stories by Helena Maria Viramontes.”
Vizenor, Gerald

AU: Christie, Stuart.
TI: “Trickster Gone Golfing: Vizenor’s Heirs of Columbus and the Chelh-ten-em Development Controversy.”
PI: American Indian Quarterly 21.3(1997): 359-.

AU: Helstern, Linda Lizut.
TI: “Gerald Vizenor: An Annotated Bibliography of Criticism.”

AU: Vizenor, Gerald.
TI: Postindian Conversations.

Watson, Larry

AU: Eifler, Mark A.
TI: “Searching for a New Story to Inhabit: Larry Watson’s Montana 1948 and the Dilemma of the Post Modern American West.”

Whitman, Walt

AU: Pinsker, Sanford.
TI: “Walt Whitman and Our Multiculture America.”
PI: Virginia Quarterly Review 75.4 (fall 1999): 716-.

Winnemucca, Sarah

AU: Lape, Noreen Grover.
TI: “I Would Rather Be with My People, but Not to Live with Them as They Live.”
PI: American Indian Quarterly 22.3 (1998): 259-.

Wood, Charles Erskine Scott

AU: Bingham, Edwin, and Tim Barnes, eds.
TI: Wood Works: The Life and Writings of Charles Erskine Scott Wood.

Yamamoto, Hisaye

AU: Hong, Grace Kyungwon.
1999 Subject Bibliography

**African American**

AU: Carlson, Peggie.
TI: *The Girls Are Coming*.

AU: Malcolm, Douglas.
TI: “‘Jazz America’: Jazz and African American Culture in Jack Kerouac’s *On the Road*.”
PI: *Contemporary Literature* 40.1 (1999): 85--.

AU: Young, Mary.
TI: “Walter Mosley, Detective Fiction and Black Culture.”

**Art/Photography**

AU: Comer, Krista.
TI: “Revising Western Criticism through Wanda Coleman.”

AU: Davenport, Alma.
TI: *The History of Photography: An Overview*.

AU: deBuys, William and Joan Myers.
TI: *Land and Water in Low-Down California*.

AU: Dippie, Brian W.
TI: *Charlie Russell Roundup: Essays on America’s Favorite Cowboy Artist*.

AU: Dispenza, Joseph.
TI: *The Magical Realism of Alyce Frank*.

TI: *Dictionary of Texas Artists, 1800-1945*. 

AU: Hancock, Virgil III, and Gregory McNamee.

TI: Open Range and Parking Lots: Southwest Photographs.


AU: Messenger, Phyllis Mauch.

TI: The Ethics of Collecting Cultural Property: Whose Culture? Whose Property?


AU: Poling, John D.

TI: Painting with O'Keefe.


AU: Rote, Carey.

TI: César A. Martínez: A Retrospective.


AU: Salvador, Mari Lyn C.

TI: Cuando Hablan Los Santos: Contemporary Santero Traditions from Northern New Mexico.


AU: Smithers, W. D.

TI: Chronicles of the Big Bend: A Photographic Memoir of Life on the Border.


PI: Journal of the West 38.2 (April 1999): 9-.

AU: Hong, Grace Kyungwon.


PI: American Literature 71.2 (June 1999): 291-.

AU: Libretti, Tim.

TI: “First and Third Worlds in U.S. Literature: Rethinking Carlos Bulosan.”

PI: MELUS 23.4 (1999) 135-.

AU: Liestman, Daniel.

TI: “Horizontal Inter-ethnic Relations: Chinese and American Indians in the Nineteenth-Century American West.”

PI: The Western Historical Quarterly 30.3 (fall 1999): 327.

AU: Lu, James.
TI: “Enacting Asian American Transformation: An Inter-ethnic Perspective.”
PI: *MELUS* 23.4 (1999) 85-.

AU: Patterson, Anita Haya.

TI: “Resistance to Images of the Internment: Mitsuye Yamada’s Camp Notes.”
PI: *MELUS* 23.3 (fall 1998): 103-.

AU: Peffer, George Anthony.

TI: *If They Don’t Bring Their Women Here: Chinese Female Immigration before Exclusion.*

AU: Yoo, David.


AU: Yung, Judy.

TI: “Giving Voice to Chinese American Women.”
PI: *Frontiers* 19.3 (1998): 130-.

**Autobiography/Memoir/Letters/Interviews**

AU: ---.

TI: “An Interview with Annie Proulx.”

AU: ---.

TI: "The Letters of Neal Cassady to Jack Kerouac."

AU: Caldwell, E. K.

TI: *Dreaming the Dawn: Conversations with Native Artists and Activists.*

AU: Cannon, Helen B.

TI: "The Letters of Margaret Laurence and Adele Wiseman."

AU: Carlson, Peggie.

TI: *The Girls Are Coming.*

AU: Compton, Todd.

AU: Evans, Clay Bonnyman.
TI: I See by Your Outfit: Becoming a Cowboy a Century Too Late.

AU: Foote, Horton.
TI: Farewell: A Memoir of a Texas Childhood.

AU: Gonzales, Ray.
TI: Memory Fever.

AU: Gordon, Bernard.
TI: Hollywood Exile, or How I Learned to Love the Blacklist.

AU: Hoyes, Miles O.
TI: Black Tides.

AU: Koch, Etta, and June Cooper Price.
TI: Lizards on the Mantel, Burros at the Door: A Big Bend Memoir.

AU: Madsen, Brigham D.
TI: Against the Grain: Memoirs of a Western Historian.

AU: Manfred, Freya.
TI: Frederick Manfred: A Daughter Remembers.

AU: Moessner, Victoria Joan, and Joanne E. Gates, eds.
TI: The Alaska-Klondike Diary of Elizabeth Robins, 1900.

AU: Neihardt, Hilda.
TI: Black Elk and Flaming Rainbow.

AU: Riney-Kehrber, Pamela.
TI: Waiting on the Bounty: The Dust Bowl Diary of Mary Knackstedt Dyck.
AU: Rios, Alberto Alvaro.
TI: *Capirotada: A Nogales Memoir.*

AU: Rudnick, Lois Palken, ed.

AU: Smith, Eric Todd.

AU: Sorensen, Virginia.

AU: Spragg, Mark.
TI: *Where Rivers Change Direction.*

AU: Stanwell-Fletcher, Theodora.
TI: *Driftwood Valley: A Woman Naturalist in the Northern Wilderness.*

AU: Underhill, Linda.
TI: *The Unequal Hours: Moments of Being in the Natural World.*

AU: Urrea, Luis Alberto.
TI: *Wandering Time.*

AU: Vizenor, Gerald.
TI: *Postindian Conversations.*

AU: Water, Barbara.
TI: *Celebrating the Coyote.*

AU: Winner, Anthony.
TI: “Reaching Out to Memoir.”
PI: *Southwest Review* 84.3 (1999): 318-.
Bibliography

AU: ---.
PI: Mark Twain Journal 35.1 (spring 1997):1-.

AU: Helstern, Linda Lizut.
TI: “Gerald Vizenor: An Annotated Bibliography of Criticism.”

AU: McDaniel, Cynthia.
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PI: American Indian Quarterly 22.1 (winter 1998): 46-.
AU: Roemer, Kenneth M.

TI: “Silko’s Arroyos as Mainstream: Processes and Implications of Canonical Identity.”
PI: Modern Fiction Studies 45.1 (spring 1999): 10-.
AU: Roffo, Armand Garnet.

TI: “Why Native Literature?”
PI: American Indian Quarterly 21.4 (fall 1997): 663-.
AU: Roy, Abhik.

TI: “Images of Domesticity and Motherhood in Indian Television Commercials: A Critical Study.”
PI: Journal of Popular Culture 32.2 (winter 1998): 135-.
AU: Sanders, Karla.

PI: MELUS 23.2 (summer 1998): 129-.
AU: Sayre, Gordon.

TI: “A Bridging between Two Worlds: John Tanner as American Indian Autobiographer.”
PI: American Literary History 11.3 (1999): 480-
AU: Seals, David.
TI: The Seventh Generation: Images of the Lakota Today.

AU: Shanley, Kathryn W.
PI: American Indian Quarterly 21.4 (fall 1997): 675-.

AU: Silko, Leslie Marmon.
TI: Gardens in the Dunes.

AU: Slethaug, Gordon.
TI: “Multivocal Narration and Cultural Negotiation: Dorris’s A Yellow Raft in Blue Water and Cloud Chamber.”
PI: Studies in American Indian Literature 11.1 (spring 1999) 18-.

AU: Smith, Carlton.
TI: “Coyote, Contingencey, and Community: Thomas King’s Green Grass, Running Water and Postmodern Trickster.”
PI: American Indian Quarterly 21.3 (1997): 499-.

AU: Sterling, Eric.
TI: “Courtship and Seduction in American Indian Myths and Legends.”

AU: Sutton, Brian.
TI: “Erdrich’s Love Medicine.”
PI: The Explicator 57.3 (spring 1999): 187-.

AU: Szasz, Margaret Connell.
TI: Education and the American Indian: The Road to Self-Determination since 1928.

AU: Teale, Tamara.
TI: “The Silko Road from Chiapas, or Why Native Americans Cannot be Marxists.”
PI: MELUS 23.4 (1999) 157-.

AU: Tidwell, Paul L.
TI: “Imagination, Conversation, and Trickster Discourse: Negotiating an Approach to Native American Literary Culture.”
PI: American Indian Quarterly 21.4 (fall 1997): 621-.

AU: Trump, Erik.
TI: “‘The Laying Aside of a Shield’: Ethnographic Power Struggles in Oliver La Farge’s Indian Fiction.”
American Indian Quarterly 22.3 (1998): 326-.


Nature Writing. See Environmental Literature

Photography. See Art/Photography

Place. See Regional

Poetry


AU: Locklin, Gerald.
TI: The Back East Poems.

AU: Locklin, Gerald.
TI: The Firebird Poems.

AU: Locklin, Gerald.
TI: This Sporting Life and Other Poems.

AU: Logghe, Joan.
TI: Blessed Resistance.

AU: Logghe, Joan.
TI: Sofia.

AU: Neugebauer, Janet M.
TI: Whatever the Wind Delivers: Celebrating West Texas and the Near Southwest.

AU: Raffel, Burton.
TI: Beethoven in Denver and Other Poems.

AU: Roripaugh, Lee Ann.
TI: Beyond Heart Mountain.

AU: Rothman, David J.
TI: The Elephant’s Chiropractor.

AU: Rothman, David.
TI: The Geography of Hope: Poets of Colorado’s Western Slopes.

AU: Sagen, Miriam.
TI: The Widow’s Coat.
AU: Sciagij, Leonard M.
TI: Sustainable Poetry.

AU: Tipton, James.
TI: Letters from a Stranger.

AU: Tohe, Laura.
TI: No Parole Today.

AU: Venn, George.
TI: West of Paradise.

AU: Whittington, Janice.
TI: Into a Thousand Mouts.

AU: Wrigley, Robert.
TI: Reign of Snakes.

AU: Zona, Kirstin Hotelling.
PI: Twentieth Century Literature 44.2 (summer 1998): 219-.

Regional

AU: Anderson, Eric Gary.
TI: American Indian Literature and the Southwest: Contexts and Dispositions.

AU: Boag, Peter.
TI: “Sexuality, Gender, and Identity in Great Plains History and Myth.”

AU: Cawelti, John G.
TI: The Six-Gun Mystique Sequel.

AU: Chipman, Donald E. and Harriett Denise Joseph.
TI: Notable Men and Women of Spanish Texas.
AU: Comer, Krista.
TI: *Landscapes of the New West: Gender and Geography in Contemporary Women’s Writing.*

AU: Corber, Robert J.
TI: “Queer Regionalism.”

AU: Dillon, David.

AU: Douthit, Nathan.
TI: *A Guide to Oregon South Coast History: Traveling the Jedediah Smith Trail.*

AU: Isle, Walter.
PI: *American Literary History* 11.2 (1999): 89-.

TI: *Sanpete Tales: Humorous Folklore from Central Utah.*

AU: Joseph, Philip.
TI: “Landed and Literary: Hamlin Garland, Sarah Orne Jewett, and the Production of Regional Literatures.”

AU: Larkin, Robert P, Carole J. Humber, and Thomas P. Huber.
TI: “Defining the Southwest: The Use of Geographical Information Systems for Regional Description.”
PI: *Journal of the Southwest* 40.2 (summer 1998): 243-.

AU: Rosales, Rodolfo.
TI: *The Illusion of Inclusion: The Untold Political Story of San Antonio.*

AU: Salvador, Mari Lyn C.
TI: *Cuando Hablan Los Santos: Contemporary Santero Traditions from Northern New Mexico.*

AU: Sharp, Jay W.
TI: Texas Unexplained.

AU: Venn, George.
TI: "Singing the Silver Valley Cannonball."

AU: Venn, George.
TI: "Who Are Oregon's Writers?"

AU: Vigil, Arnold, ed.
TI: Enduring Cowboys: Life in the New Mexico Saddle.

AU: Westgate, James.
TI: After the Dinosaurs: A Texas Tropical Paradise Recovered at Lake Casa Blanca.

Religion

AU: Anderson, Lavina Fielding.
TI: Annual of the Association for Mormon Letters.

AU: Barber, Phyllis Nelson.
TI: Parting the Veil: Stories from a Mormon Imagination.

AU: Embry, Jessie L.
TI: “Oral History and Mormon Women Missionaries: The Stories Sound the Same.”

AU: Underwood, Grant.
TI: The Millenarian World of Early Mormonism.

Women's Studies. See Gender.
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